Nowadays, the recommendation systems are applied in the fields of e-commerce, video websites, social networking sites, which bring great convenience to people's daily lives. The types of information are diversified and abundant in recommendation systems; therefore the proportion of unstructured multimodal data such as text, image, and video is increasing. However, due to the representation gap between different modalities, it is intractable to effectively use unstructured multimodal data to improve the efficiency of recommendation systems. In this paper, we propose an end-to-end multimodal interest-related item similarity model (multimodal IRIS) to provide recommendations based on the multimodal data source. Specifically, the multimodal IRIS model consists of three modules, i.e., multimodal feature learning module, the interest-related network (IRN) module, and item similarity recommendation module. The multimodal feature learning module adds knowledge sharing unit among different modalities. Then, IRN learns the interest relevance between target item and different historical items respectively. Finally, the multimodal feature learning, IRN, and item similarity recommendation modules are unified into an integrated system to achieve performance enhancements and to accommodate the addition or absence of different modal data. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets show that, by dealing with the multimodal data which people may pay more attention to when selecting items, the proposed multimodal IRIS significantly improves accuracy and interpretability on top-N recommendation task over the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the Internet and continuous breakthrough in computing power, online products and contents are exploding [1] - [3] , and the formats of online data are various in terms of modalities, which include text, image, etc., providing users with more diversified choices. Meanwhile, overwhelming quantities of products, including clothes, movies, music, news, and books induce the information overload problem. To deal with this problem, recommendation system and search engine emerge. Compared to the search engine, recommendation system is more active to provide users with personalized services and products, creating business benefits.
Mainstream recommendation techniques include Collaborative Filtering (CF), content-based recommendation system and hybrid recommendation system. In particular, CF is based on user preferences for items, reflecting relationships between users or items [4] , whereas content-based recommendation system uses the item's own available descriptions to relate them with user preferences. As users pay more and more attention to privacy [14] , most Internet sites cannot obtain detailed user attributes whereas more information about content or products is available, hybrid recommendation system is more versatile and has the advantages of CF and content-based recommendation. CF can learn the commonality of huge group of users and improve the diversity of recommendations. Content-based recommendation can make better use of various content features and have better interpretability. Therefore, the hybrid recommendation method has been adopted in this paper, which combines item-toitem CF (namely item-based CF) and the content-based representation learning to achieve the task of generating new recommendation lists based on users' historical feedback.
In general, each user is associated with a set of historical items which can be tracked by their consumption habits in most online systems. But only items with positive feedback such as clicking, buying, watching can be stored. The early item-based CF research works consider that all historical items of a user contribute equally when modeling user profiles [5] . However, when people selecting new items, items with positive feedback in historical data do not necessarily reflect the equal interest preferences, only some of the interests associated with this item can affect users' behavior [13] . Recently, item similarity models that combine attention mechanisms for top-N recommendation have been developed, for example ACF [13] and NAIS [7] . These models further analyze the importance of each historical items for user profile. The difference is that ACF introduces the attention mechanism to indicate user's preference degree in different historical items, NAIS introduces the attention mechanism to differentiate the varying contributions made by the user's historical interactions to the final prediction. However, the similarity of these methods is that the attention network which is based on the latent factors of users and items, the content information of the item that exists in a large amount is not utilized and the information utilization rate is low.
With the great success of deep learning in Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), research hotspots for CF are mainly focused on neural CF methods [5] - [7] . Using deep neural networks, the state-ofthe-art methods have achieved great success compared to traditional CF, like neighbor-based CF and Matrix Factorization (MF). Methods of deep learning for CF include using deep learning to do feature representation learning and using deep learning to model recommendation algorithms. The representation learning of item content is essential for recommendation, including the representation learning of single-modal data [8] - [10] and multimodal data [11] , [12] . However, most previous methods simply use a separate neural network model to learn the different modalities' features, and then obtain a common spatial representation only by using simple concatenation or weighted addition, which means the common underlying information between multiple modalities is neglected to some extent.
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to tackle aforementioned challenges, which is denoted as Multimodal Interest-Related Item Similarity model (Multimodal IRIS) . Specifically, we propose a novel multi-layer end-to-end integration framework that simultaneously incorporates visual features and textual features for the task of personalized recommendation on implicit feedback datasets, including a FIGURE 1. The illustration of our approach. The movie recommendation is shown as an example. The outer five sets of posters and plots represent different target movies, and the inner six movies constitute the user's historical viewing records. The bar chart is the relevance of the target item above it to the different items in the history. This shows that the target item has different levels of interest in different historical items. multimodal feature learning module based on sharing knowledge unit, an Interest-Related Network (IRN) optimization module, and an item similarity recommendation module. In order to evaluate the importance of different historical items to characterize users' preference when choosing a new item, we use the multimodal content features of items to learn different interest relevance. As shown in Fig.1 , when a user selects a different target movie, his/her preference is reflected in the distribution of interest relevance on the historically viewed movies. We explore how to enable the knowledge sharing on the entire network across modalities and how to construct IRN for predicting based on the multimodal content features of historical items. To the best of our knowledge, such type of recommendation system has not been explored in literature.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed method, extensive experiments are conducted. Simulation results show that it outperforms previous state-of-the-art methods by NCF to NAIS when applied to the MovieLens dataset 1 and Amazon product dataset [34] , which are the most wellstudied datasets. In addition, our proposed model can generate more accurate recommendations based on result analyses of the models.
In summary, our contributions are mainly three-fold:
• A Multimodal IRIS framework is proposed to generate recommendations from different modalities. That is, the framework simultaneously learns different modal features and item latent dimensions for the task of personalized recommendation on implicit feedback datasets. By learning the visual information and textual information (such as posters and introductions to movies) which people may pay more attention to when selecting items, the framework will be able to consider the effects of different modalities on item selection at the same time, thus improving the recommendation accuracy and generating recommendations that match user preferences better;
• We propose IRN to learn the interest relevance between target item and different historical items, and add knowledge sharing unit in the multimodal feature learning process, using multimodal features as input to IRN. The multimodal information and IRN improve the interpretability of the recommendation system;
• Our model is constructed into a unified framework, with implementation of multimodal feature learning, IRN optimization, and item similarity recommendation using an end-to-end approach, improving the model scalability over multimodal data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related works. Section III introduces the proposed Multimodal IRIS model. Section IV provides the evaluation and analysis of the experiments. The final section concludes the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we introduce some works that are related to our researches, including top-N recommendation, representation learning with deep learning and attentional models in recommendation system.
A. TOP-N RECOMMENDATION
Early recommendation algorithms mainly focus on CF models, including neighbor-based CF [4] and MF [15] . CF models aim to exploit users' preferences for items (e.g. explicit feedback or implicit feedback) to provide personalized recommendations. Distinct from CF methods based on explicit feedback as a rating prediction task, the works on implicit feedback typically treat CF as a top-N recommendation problem [16] , [17] .
There is empirical evidence showing that an algorithm optimized for lower rating prediction error does not necessarily result in higher accuracy in terms of top-N recommendation task [18] . Top-N recommendation becomes a more standard task, and has been widely used in E-commerce applications to help the users identify the items that best fit their personal tastes [19] - [23] . The current learning mechanisms for learning the top-N recommendation model from implicit feedback include pointwise and pairwise. Pointwise learning means that each training sample is independently applied to the model for training or testing. In the data set, the label with positive feedback is marked as 1, the label without feedback is marked as 0, and the loss function is the square error of the regression task [5] , [24] or the log loss of the classification task [6] . The basic assumption of pairwise methods is that there is a greater interest in the items that have interacted than the item that users do not interact. This method applies both positive and negative feedback samples to the model, where the positive and negative samples are determined by sampling. The objective function is designed to maximize the predicted score intervals between positive and negative samples [7] , [25] .
B. REPRESENTATION LEARNING WITH DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning is very effective for extracting high-level features from various low-level data, especially unstructured data such as images, text, and audio [26] . In general, a large amount of descriptive information about items and users is available in real-world applications, such as visual descriptions and textual descriptions of clothing. Making full use of multimodal side information provides a way to advance our understanding of items and users, which is conducive to better recommendations. Deep neural networks reduce the efforts in hand-craft feature design and apply to a variety of heterogeneous information such as text, images, audio and even video, and thus have been widely used.
Wang et al. [27] study the problem of enhancing pointof-interest (POI) recommendation with visual contents and propose a visual content enhanced POI recommender system, demonstrating images have potentials to improve the performance of POI recommendation. Chu and Tsai [28] exploit the effectiveness of visual information (e.g. images of food and furnishings of the restaurant) in restaurant recommendation. The visual features extracted by CNN which can represent restaurant attributes and user preference joint with the text representation are input into common recommendation approaches. Results verify that visual information effectively aids prediction. He and McAuley [9] design a visual Bayesian personalized ranking (VBPR) algorithm by making use of visual features extracted from product images using (pre-trained) deep networks into matrix factorization. This improves the accuracy of ranking while also avoids cold start to some extent. A novel Dynamic CF [29] introduces the aesthetic information into a coupled matrix and tensor factorization model for clothing recommendation, in which CNNs are used to learn the images features and aesthetic features. Using gated recurrent units to encode the text sequences into latent factor model, the model in [10] is trained end-toend on the CF task for multi-task learning including content recommendation and item metadata prediction.
At present, many research works focus on the simultaneous use of multiple modal information for recommendation. Cui et al. [30] infuse visual and textual content of items together to make dynamic predictions, which can well reveal item's characteristics and dynamically capture the user's interest. Chen et al. [8] leverage visual information and textual information in the image to model social media images' semantics and generate personalized image tweet recommendation. Iqbal et al. [31] propose two visually-aware recommendation systems: a visual-only variant and a multimodal variant, and utilize Polylingual LDA to infer style over both modalities. Recommend movies with color histograms of movie posters and still frames [32] , showing the visual information provides rich knowledge for understanding movies as well as users' preferences.
C. ATTENTIONAL MODELS IN RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
Attentional models assume that people only need to focus on specific parts of the whole perception space, and can use the model to learn the attention weights distribution of the features with different information quantities. Attention mechanism is typically effective in CV [33] and NLP domains [34] , [35] , [45] . Moreover, it has been used more and more in the research of recommendation systems.
Neural attention can not only used in conjunction with other deep structures such as MLP, CNN and RNN, but also address some tasks independently [36] . The NIAS [7] applies attention mechanism learning historical item's different contributions to modeling user profile when predict the user's preference on an item. Chen et al. [13] introduce itemlevel and component-level attention mechanism in CF for multimedia recommendation, named as Attentive CF. We are inspired by the idea that using neural network to learn the attention on different historical items but we adopt different modeling method.
III. THE PROPOSED MULTIMODAL IRIS
We first briefly review the relevant research that based on item similarity. Then, we introduce the NAIS which is the foundation of this work. Finally, we discuss the proposed Multimodal IRIS in detail.
A. STANDARD ITEM SIMILARITY METHOD BASED ON LATENT FACTOR
This method is a hybrid method that learns the latent factor vectors based on neighborhood rules. Given a rating matrix R, whether it is user-item explicit feedback (e.g., ratings, 1-5) or implicit feedback (e.g., purchases/clicks, 0 or 1), U and I are used to denote the sets of users and items, |U | = m and |I | = n are the size of the user set and the item set respectively. Then the prediction score of user u for item j that u has never interacted with is:
where u is the user, j is the target item, R + u denotes the set of items that user u has interacted with, R + u represents the size of R + u ,which is the number of items that user u has interacted with. b u and b j represent the biases of a specific user and a specific item respectively. Because explicit feedback is not easy to be collected, implicit feedback systems are more common. For implicit feedback systems, R is a binary matrix, r ui = 1, i∈ R + u . P and Q are matrices of all item's latent factor vectors, p i and q j are the corresponding rows, and represent the latent factors of i as the historical item and j as the target item, respectively. p T i q j can be considered as an item-item similarity between item i and item j.
B. NAIS (NEURAL ATTENTIVE ITEM SIMILARITY MODEL)
NAIS is an improved version of FISM (Factored Item Similarity Model) [5] that uses the neural attention mechanism to learn varying importance of the interacted items, and redesigns the form of attention mechanism to overcome the large variance on the lengths of user interaction histories.
Based on the above Eq.1, FISM adds a hyper-parameter controlling the normalization, the predictive model of FISM is:r
where α is an added hyper-parameter. Although FISM has achieved good performance, its representation ability can be limited by its equal treatments on all historical items. Therefore, the starting point of NAIS is to model the importance of different historical items in a user profile, which is also a part of our proposed Multimodal IRIS. The predictive model of NAIS is:
where α ij is an attention factor also importance of item i when predicting the preference of user u for item j, learned by a neural network. Compare to FISM, the α ij is varing with different target item j, this parameter also considers the importance of different historical items in different target item prediction processes. α ij = f (p i , q j ), is a function with p i and q j as the input. Where f (•) is a Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) and normalized by the softmax function. When normalizing, the author also proposes a smoothing factor to overcome the problem of large differences in the number of items in different user interaction history. NAIS models different contribution of historical items when predicting different target item by novel use of attention mechanism, and the attention mechanism is redesigned to make it suitable for recommended scenarios, thus providing state-of-the-art performance.
C. MULTIMODAL IRIS
We have noticed that NAIS is a framework that is very suitable for extension. We draw on some of its ideas and apply it to unstructured information recommendation scenarios. When the visual information and textual information of the items are available, we explore how to enable the knowledge sharing on the entire network across modalities and how to construct an IRN for predicting based on the multimodal content features of history items.
Multimodal data requires feature prefetching prior to endto-end model learning. The extraction model of visual pretrained features can be selected from various Deep CNN models (such as VGG [37] , ResNet [38] , Inception [39] , etc.) pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset to obtain feature vectors, formalized as
models, image i represents the original image, v i represents the extracted visual pre-trained feature vector. The extraction model of textual pre-trained features can be selected from a variety of NLP models (Doc2Vec [40] , BRET [41] , etc.) pretrained on a large number of corpora to obtain feature vectors, formalized as t i = g t (text i ), g t (•) represents NLP models, text i represents the original text, t i represents the extracted textual pre-trained feature vector.
Before introducing the proposed Multimodal IRIS, we first introduce Image IRIS, which is a special case for Multimodal IRIS dealing with image data. The model uses the visual information in the data to perform effective feature extraction and is used for the input of IRN as shown in Fig.3 . We propose IRN for expressing the user's partial interest related to this item based on the relevant historical items activated with the predicted item. Compared to the previous expression of interest values with fixed weights, the IRN will express the changing interest distribution according to the change of the predicted item based on the multimodal content features of the items. Specifically, for Image IRIS, the representation of the IRN is a two-layer perceptron model, and the visual information of the historical items and the target item is taken as input.
As mentioned previously, the visual pre-trained feature vector is extracted by the open source pre-trained deep model. Then more refined features, which can be extracted through supervised end-to-end training in Image IRIS, are inputs of the IRN, thereby the visual feature, V , is obtained indirectly. v i and v j are the corresponding rows, represent the visual feature vector of item i and item j respectively. α ij indicates the interest relevance between the target item j and the historical item i. f (•) represents the activation function of the first layer perceptron, we can choose ReLU, sigmoid, etc. Parameter set of perceptron is θ = {W 1 , W 2 , h, b}. Particularly important to note that the hyper-parameter β is consistent with NAIS in order to overcome the problem of differences in the number of items in different user histories. The outputs of IRN and the item latent factors is used for similarity recommendation as shown in Fig.2 . The formula for generating the prediction is:
When text data is included in the data source, we first try to make a direct extension based on the Image IRIS, which is weighted addition of the multimodal data at the input of the IRN and recorded as Image-add-Text IRIS. The representation of the IRN is:
where t i and t j represent the textual feature vector of item i and item j respectively. Since the way the above model handles multimodal data consistents with the traditional model, weighted addition or splicing loses the knowledge association between different modalities. For this reason, we propose Multimodal IRIS that uses the knowledge sharing unit in feature learning before inputting to IRN as shown in Fig. 4 . We assume that hidden layers of supervised visual feature extraction network and supervised textual feature extraction network are connected by a share weight matrix. We enable dual knowledge transfer across modalities by introducing cross connection between one modal network and another, thereby achieving effective integration and synergy of kinds of modality for knowledge enhancement.
The above formulas correspond to Fig.5 . v l i , t l i represent the visual and textual vector of the previous layer, W share represents the shared hidden layer of between the visual feature and textual feature, designed to capture commonalities between image and text to enhance feature representation, W l i2i and W l t2t are parameters required for a typical feedforward network. v l+1 i , t l+1 i are the input to IRN. In the experiment, we further compared the impact of the knowledge sharing unit on the predictive ability of the model.
D. MODEL LEARNING
Due to the greater versatility of the implicit feedback recommendation system, we mainly target Multimodal IRIS optimization based on implicit feedback. For recommendation systems, the parameters of this model are estimated as the minimizer to the following kinds of loss optimization problem:
wherer ui is the estimated value for user u to item i, r ui is the true feedback for user u on item i, R − u denotes the set of items that user u has not interacted with. The hyperparameter λ controls the l 2 regularization to prevent overfitting, and θ is a set of trainable parameters. loss rmse and loss log are to minimize the difference between the original useritem interaction matrix and the reconstructed one in those locations with feedback. loss auc is the BPR pairwise ranking loss [16] , (u, i, x) is a sample, where u is a user, i is an item with positive feedback from the user, relatively, x is an item without feedback from the user. The assumption is that interacted user-item pairs should be rated higher than the noninteracted pairs by the model. However, in order to reduce the computational requirements for optimization and keep the balance of train dataset, the negative items are sampled from the set of zero values of R.
The loss rmse mentioned above is mainly for the regression loss of the rating prediction task. In addition, we hope to give the predicted probability of each target item in the top-N recommendation list, not just the relative level of the preference possibility. Therefore, we choose the cross-entropy loss for point-wise to optimize the model.
where P and Q represent two low-rank matrices, where P ∈ R m×k , Q ∈ R m×k and k m. W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 are the parameters of IRN, W share , W i2i and W t2t are the parameters of the feature extraction network, λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 are hyper-parameters used to control the regularization, • is the Frobenius Norm, this norm can be defined as A F = m i=1 n j=1 α ij 2 1 / 2 , α ij is an element in matrix A. During the training, the optimizer can be stochastic gradient descent or its variants such as Adagrad [43] , Adam [44] that can adjust the learning rate adaptively. For some scenarios where item data with some modalities missing, if the value of each element in the missing modal data is set to 0, in theory, it can be equivalent to the single modality as input of IRN, and the structure of Multimodal IRIS model does not need to be modified. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we show the comprehensive process of our experiments, including data sets and preprocess, evaluation methodology, comparing baselines, implementation and results analysis. Our algorithm is implemented in Tensorflow-1.9 with Python wrapper and runs at Intel Core i7-6700 and an NVIDIA TITAN X GPU.
A. DATA SETS AND PREPROCESS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed framework on the MovieLens 1M dataset and the subsets of Amazon product dataset namely Clothing & Shoes & Jewelry. Table 1 shows the statistics of the two datasets.
MovieLens: Since the standard MovieLens dataset does not include multimodal data, we use the OMDb API 2 to crawl the corresponding posters and textual plots of the movie as visual information and textual information to validate our proposed Multimodal IRIS. We take users' rating histories as implicit feedback.
Amazon: The Amazon dataset contains image information and textual introductions to the product. In order to quickly verify our method, we discard users with less than five interactions and remove items that rating less than 5. We take users' review histories as implicit feedback.
For each item in the datasets above, we collect one item image and item textual introduction. For image, we extract visual pre-trained features using the ResNet50 model, which is proposed by Kaiming He et al in ImageNet challenge. By using residual modules and regular SGD (which requires reasonable initialization weight), very deep networks can be trained. Models and parameters pre-trained on 1.2 million ImageNet images for this structure are available in the Keras package. 3 In our experiments, we take the output of the flatten layer, to obtain a 2048-dimensional visual feature vector. For text, we extract textual pre-trained features using the BERT. Surprisingly, Google recently introduced the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers), which is excellent in many NLP tasks, using Masked LM and Next Sentence Prediction to capture the word and sentence level representation respectively. We use BERT for pre-fetching of textual features, to obtain a 768-dimensional textual feature vector.
B. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Consistent with the previous research work in recommendation systems [6] , [17] , we employ the standard leave-one-out 2 http://www.omdbapi.com/ 3 https://github.com/keras-team protocol. We take all the interaction data as positive samples. For each user, we randomly select one interaction for testing, the rest for training. Then we extract negative samples with equal probability in the non-interactive items, so that the positive and negative sample ratio is 1: K in the training set, where K is a hyper-parameter for controlling sample. In addition, during evaluation, it is impossible to rank all non-interactive items for each user because of great time consumption resulted by the large size of the item set. Therefore, for each positive sample in the test set, 99 negative samples that are not interacted with the user are randomly paired, so that each user in the test set corresponds to 100 interactions, this is following the common approach [6] .
The typical evaluation metrics on top-N item recommendation based on implicit feedback are Hit Ratio (HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). Where HR@N measures whether the positive samples in the test set appear in the top-N recommendation list; NDCG@N considers the position that the positive samples in the test set appear in the top-N recommendation list, where the N is a hyper-parameter. We compare the experimental results under different N. For both metrics, the higher the value is, the better the performance of the model is. The specific form of calculation is:
where, co(i) indicates whether the reserved test item is in the top-N list of user i, co (i) = 1 if it is included otherwise 0, NUM (user) represents the total number of users.
where pos i represents the position of the positive sample in the top-N list of the i-th user, 1 ≤ pos i ≤ N .
C. BASELINES
We compare our proposed Multimodal IRIS with some relevant and state-of-art research methods. VBPR [9] : Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking incorporates visual signals into predictors of people's opinions. VBPR enhances the performance of matrix decomposition models that only rely on user latent factors and item latent factors. We have modified VBPR to make it suitable for learning using the pointwise log loss function.
FISM [5] : This method has been described in detail in the previous section, such as Eq.2. The idea of integrating latent factor models with neighborhood-based models is consistent with our proposed Multimodal IRIS, so this method is very important as a baseline. NCF [6] : Neural CF leverages an MLP to model the nonlinearities between user and item under matrix factorization framework. Due to the powerful representation of neural networks, this model achieves the best performance in the latent factor models.
NAIS [7] : Neural Attentive Item Similarity Model designs an attention network for distinguishing different importance of all historical items in a user profile. The item similarity framework using attention mechanism is part of Multimodal IRIS Image IRIS: As in the section III.C, Image IRIS is a special case for Multimodal IRIS with image features as input to the IRN, which can be used to directly compare with VBPR.
Image-Add-Text IRIS: Image-add-Text IRIS is an extension based on Image IRIS, which is the image and text data weighted addition at the input side of IRN.
Multimodal IRIS: It is the complete IRIS framework that uses both image and text features as input to IRN and incorporates a knowledge sharing unit between modalities.
The choice of the above comparison methods makes our experiment more persuasive. VBPR is the most representative latent factor model combined with visual information. NCF is the first to introduce MLP into the latent factor model, breaking through the performance achieved by traditional matrix decomposition techniques. Similarly, in the extraction of various modal deep features, we introduce transformation of features by improved MLP. FISM and NAIS are more direct comparison methods based on the item latent factor, and the application of the attention mechanism in NAIS further achieves the state-of-the-art performance. The comparison between Image-add-Text IRIS and Multimodal IRIS shows the important role of the knowledge sharing unit.
D. IMPLEMENTATION
For VBPR, we use the implementation released by Jinhui Tang, The AMR (Adversarial Training towards Robust Multimedia Recommender System) [42] they implemented is based on the VBPR, so the code of VBPR can be obtained. We have made modifications to the data generation and loss function. For FISM, NAIS and NCF, we use the codes published by the author on GitHub. All methods run on the same TensorFlow platform with Python 3.5. All weight parameters are initialized using Xavier initialization, biases are initialized with 0, and embedding tensors are randomly initialized from Gaussian N (0, 0.01). For optimizing pointwise log loss, the optimizer is Adam [44] with initial learning rate 0.001 and mini batch size is set to 512. Positive and negative sampling ratio is consistent with [7] , where K is 4. We test the cases of the different embedding size which is 16 and 64. In Multimodal IRIS, the node configuration of hidden layers in the supervised visual feature extraction network is [2048→768→ embedding size], the node configuration of hidden layers in the supervised textual feature extraction network is [768→ embedding size]. The α and β in the section III.C have been tested in [5] and [7] . We refer to the settings that α = 0, β = 0.8. We determine the hyper-parameters and whether the training is stopped by means of randomly dividing each user's one interaction into the validation set.
E. COMPARISONS WITH DIFFERENT APPROACHES
In this section, we present experimental results for a variety of methods and discuss the results, the performance difference of various comparison methods can be seen from Table 2 and Table 3 . The two tables show that our proposed neural models are better than both the deep models (VBPR and NCF) and the shallow models (FISM and NAIS). With only image information as the input, the proposed Image IRIS consistently outperforms compared with the VBPR on MovieLens and Amazon, these results indicate that the Image IRIS exploits the image information more fully and contributes to the recommendation. NCF improves the recommendation performance by fusing MF and MLP to learn the user-item linear and non-linearities interaction function. The improvement of Multimodal IRIS over NCF confirms the validity of multimodal features and neighbor-based models. Our model achieves a 0.99% improvement in terms of HR@10 and a 1.62% improvement in terms of NDCG@10 compared with NAIS on MovieLens. Meanwhile, on Amazon, the proposed model has a 5.32% improvement in terms of HR@10 and a 4.99% improvement in terms of NDCG@10 compared with NAIS. Therefore, we can conclude that the use of multimodal information can improve the efficiency of recommendation. It is important to point out that the performance of FISM and NAIS differs very little on the Amazon dataset (two orders of magnitude sparser than MovieLens). Due to the extreme sparsity of the data, it is impossible to effectively learn attention networks in NAIS only by latent factors. Compared to Movie-Lens, the Multimodal IRIS has a more significant effect on Amazon. It reveals the necessity of adding multimodal information when deal with sparser datasets. By comparing Image-add-Text IRIS and Multimodal IRIS, we can see that contrast to weighted addition which is the traditional way of using multiple modal information, the use of knowledge sharing unit in the Multimodal IRIS further increases the evaluation metrics, showing the benefits of knowledge transfer. In summary, our model provides superior performance to existing methods.
Since the FISM, NAIS and the proposed Multimodal IRIS are item similarity methods based on latent factor, we have carried out detailed comparisons under different hyper-parameters on MovieLens. During the experiment, we investigate the impact of the two additional hyperparameters -the last layer size of the supervised multimodal feature transformation which is the feature embedding size and the length of top-N recommendation list. Table 4 and Table 5 shows the performance of models under different hyper-parameter settings. We make horizontal comparisons in each table. With the increase of N, the changes of HR and NDCG are in line with the theoretical trend, and both metrics have achieved some improvements. The more active the user is, the longer the list of acceptable recommendations is, and the more accurate the recommendation is. We perform a vertical comparison of the same metric in each table. With the same settings, the metric values show an upward trend from top to bottom, showing that the performance of this group of models is gradually improved. By comparing the two tables, it is shown that the performance of every model above is significantly improved when the feature embedding size increases from 16 to 64. This is a reasonable result because the increase in embedding size enhances the ability to represent features. In theory, the same method, the stronger the feature representation ability is, the higher the HR and NDCG should be. In addition, because the work of multimodal feature pre-extraction can be done offline, compared to NAIS, the increased time complexity of Multimodal IRIS in single training and prediction is only due to the shallow feedforward network for supervised feature extraction. But as shown in Fig. 6 , when the common parameters of the four methods are set consistently, the embedding size is 64, the optimization algorithm is Adam with initial learning rate 0.001, the mini-batch size is set to 512 and the regularization parameter λ 1 = 0, other parameters specific to our proposed method are λ 2 = 10 −4 , λ 3 = 10 −6 , λ 4 = 10 −6 , the training loss of Multimodal IRIS decreases fastest under the same number of iterations. In our experiments, our model training process required fewer iterations. So overall, under the current computing resources, the increase in time complexity is not obvious.
It is worth noting that the performance of the Multimodal IRIS predictive model differs when using different text preprocessing models. Due to the amazing performance of BERT on other various NLP tasks recently, we specifically investigated the performance differences caused by the use of BERT and Doc2Vec as text preprocessing models. As can be seen from the Table 6 , BERT has slightly improved the performance of Multimodal IRIS. Doc2Vec, also called documents embedding, is an unsupervised algorithm that can get the vector expression of documents, which is an extension of word2vec. The learned vectors can be used to find the similarity between the documents by calculating the distance. Textual feature extraction can be obtained by using the Doc2Vec tool pre-trained document vector in the gensim package. 4 Compared to Doc2vec using Paragraph Vector framework to predict the next word in a context, BERT takes 4 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/ two tricks, one is Masked LM which refers to mask some percent of words from the input then reconstruct those words from context, the other is Next Sentence Prediction which is to concatenate two sentences A and B and predict whether B actual comes after A in the original text, learning the semantic relationship between the words or the sentences. Thereby more fully exploiting the potential interest relevance in the text and achieving better performance in the recommendation system.
We sort the recommended item lists based on predicted probability and interest relevance. Due to space constraints, we randomly extract three users whose ID are 10 (as shown in Table 7 ), 3298 (as shown in Table 8 ), and 3424 (as shown in Table 9 ) in MovieLens, the top three items of their top-10 recommendation lists and the top-3 historical items with the highest interest relevance for each target item are displayed. In this experiment, item refers to movie. The first column is the recommended movies, each showing poster, name, and predicted probability. The three movies in the second column of each recommended movie row are the most relevant movies in the user historical viewing records computed by the IRN, each of which displays the poster, name, and interest relevance. Table 7 , Table 8 and Table 9 show that the recommendation lists are diverse based on historical viewing records, and the same historical item has different interest relevance to different target items. The multimodal information and interest relevance improve the interpretability of the recommendation system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel framework termed as Multimodal IRIS by introducing a knowledge sharing unit and an IRN to an item similarity model for the top-N recommendation. By learning the visual information and textual information, the framework will be able to consider the effects of different modalities at the same time. The knowledge sharing unit has the ability to achieve knowledge transfer among multimodal features and further enhance the performance of the model. IRN with multimodal features as input models the interest relevance between different historical items and target item, not only helps improve recommendation accuracy but also improves interpretability of the recommendation results. Comparing with FISM, NAIS, Image IRIS, etc., the experimental results on the MovieLens and Amazon datasets demonstrate that the proposed Multimodal IRIS model can give more accurate top-N recommendation lists. The recommendation results from some randomly selected users show that the lists that obtained by the model achieve diversity. Also, the addition of multimodal information and the different interest relevance of historical items further enhance the interpretability of the recommendation results. As part of future work, we are interested in investigating how to eliminate the semantic gap between structured information and unstructured information in recommendation system. 
